
Venus Retrograde in Gemini

STARTS: MAY 13TH 2020 AT 2:45AM ET/MAY 12TH 2020 AT 11:45PM PT
ENDS: JUNE 25TH 2020 AT 2:48AM ET/JUNE 24TH 2020 AT 11:48PM PT

SHADOW: APRIL 9TH - JULY 29TH 2020

The retrograde occurs entirely in Gemini. Bullet points:

Focus on communication and expression in relationships
- which are already good, which you don’t care if they fall
apart or not, and which you do care and need to work on
right away
Come up with some new focuses for learning, or taking
up reading or writing
Find balance between being busy enough but not too
busy
Connect with your immediate environment in healthy,
positive ways

You're hit hardest if:

You’re a Taurus or Libra Sun, Moon, or Rising (naturally
ruled by Venus, so you naturally feel off in a subtle way
throughout the retrograde; this will be stronger for Libras
this go around)
You’re a Gemini Sun, Moon, or Rising (since this
retrograde is in Gemini, it’s targeting you directly and
everything gets wonky)
The retrograde makes a lot (3 or more) of hard aspects to
your natal chart (conjunctions, squares, and oppositions;
the hard aspects bring hard energy for you to deal with)

You’re exempt if you were born while Venus was retrograde. If that’s the case, this is
your time to thrive!



Venus Retrograde in Gemini

aspects made to your natal planets and house cusps at the
start of the retrograde:

major aspects are 18 - 24 degrees of:
 

Conjunction: Gemini (super strong
impact, extra high emphasis on

whatever is being conjuncted
 

Sextile: Aries & Leo (positive aspect,
so this gives some beneficial energy

for redos, revisions, and revisiting
with whatever is being sextiled)

 
Square: Virgo & Pisces (hard aspect,
so this can bring challenging energy

and extra communication issues with
whatever is being squared)

 
Trine: Libra & Aquarius (positive
aspect, like a sextile this brings

beneficial energy and is a bit easier)
 

Opposition: Sagittarius (hard aspect,
like a square this can bring

challenging energy but may be more
out of your control)

TURN RETROGRADE: 21 DEGREES 50 MINUTES GEMINI

potential impact of aspects & plan for managing:



Venus Retrograde in Gemini

aspects made to your natal planets and house cusps at
the end of the retrograde:

major aspects are 2 - 8 degrees of:
 

Conjunction: Gemini (amplifying)
 

Sextile: Aries & Leo (beneficial)
 

Square: Virgo & Pisces (challenging)
 

Trine: Libra & Aquarius (beneficial)
 

Opposition: Sagittarius (challenging)

TURN DIRECT: 5 DEGREES 20 MINUTES GEMINI

potential impact of aspects & plan for managing:



Venus Retrograde in Gemini

Which natal house(s) does Venus retrograde occur in for you? What does
this house rule?

impact & plan to manage:



Venus Retrograde in Gemini

Does Venus retrograde conjunct, square, or oppose any natal planets? 
Impact: 4-7 days before, 3-5 days after

Does Venus retrograde sextile or trine any natal planets? 
Impact: 3-6 days before, 2-4 days after



Venus Retrograde in Gemini

THE MOONS OF VENUS RETROGRADE:

The Moon is in the signs Venus
rules:

 
May 19th (10:11AM ET) - 22nd

(9:36AM ET) - Taurus
 

May 31st (10:37AM ET) - June
2nd (12:06PM ET) - Libra

 
June 16th (5:36AM ET) - 18th

(5PM ET) - Taurus

How can you open up more and not give in to laziness
(Taurus), and find balance and peace (Libra)?

What can you give extra focus to and figure out your best
approach with the Moon in Gemini?

Moon in Gemini:
 

May 22nd (9:36AM ET) - 24th
(7:09PM ET; includes the new

moon on May 22nd, but not
conjunct Venus)

 
June 18th (5PM ET) to 21st

(2:01AM ET)

There's extra focus on the
retrograde itself while the Moon is in

the sign the retrograde is in. The
Moon exactly conjuncts Venus

retrograde on May 23rd (19 deg 30
min Gemini) and June 19th (6 deg 1

min Gemini).



Venus Retrograde in Gemini

VENUS RETROGRADE ASPECTS:

Square Neptune 
May 20th @ 7:03PM ET/3:03PM

PT
20 degrees 39 minutes Gemini

Venus, Pisces Neptune
 

(retrograde starts square)

How can you get grounded?

How can you use mental energy properly?
Conjunct Mercury

May 22nd @ 4:41AM ET/1:41AM
PT

20 degrees 11 minutes Gemini

Square Mars
June 2nd @ 8:41PM ET/5:41PM

PT
14 degrees 2 minutes Gemini

Venus, Pisces Mars

What physical and creative outlets can you use?

Conjunct Sun
June 3rd @ 1:44PM ET/10:44AM

PT
13 degrees 35 minutes Gemini

How can you make things right?



Venus Retrograde in Gemini

ANY ADDITIONAL NOTES:
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